Welcome

Building

Star Building Systems provides quality
Relationships

custom metal buildings to customers
across the entire United States and in
many foreign countries. No matter what
the need, from a small, standard building
to a large, complex structure, Star can
provide the building solution to satisfy
your requirements.

Star and Star Builders share a mutual desire to excel.
To offer better solutions, quality service and to build
enduring relationships with our customers. Star can
offer you the tools to shine with an extensive support
system that includes:

Reach for Star

• A state-of-the-art computerized pricing, design
and order processing system
• Online pricing system for low complexity buildings
• Personalized service, both in-house and in the field
• Strategically located manufacturing plants
• Strong national industry presence
• Innovative marketing support programs
• Green solutions
These tools, coupled with Star’s ongoing commitment to
quality and service, provide you with a unique opportunity.
At Star, we strive to be successful in the relationships
we foster as well as in the construction projects we
undertake. Our buildings last and so do our relationships.
Let Star know if you’re ready to take the next step.

•
•
•
•
•
•

since 1927
For more information about how Star can add
to your success, call 1-800-879-7827 or visit
www.StarBuildings.com. Join the team you
know you can depend on.
Star Building Systems
an NCI Company
8600 South I-35, Oklahoma City, OK 73149
www.StarBuildings.com | star.marketing@starbuildings.net

Commercial facilities
Manufacturing plants
Institutional development
Recreational buildings
Aviation/hangars
And much more

Star has a reputation for quality. Quality products, quality
construction and quality relationships. The end result
for you is a building solution that meets and exceeds
your expectations, from start to finish.
Star Building Systems has a philosophy that is unique in
the metal building industry. We believe that our reputation
and success are based on the strong relationships
we’ve forged with our builders, and the reputation and
success of those builders in their local markets. That is
why we go to market through our Builder network.

Need a Simple Job Done
in a Flash?

Want a Gold Star for
Building Green?

FASTAR is Star’s solution to low

Construction trends are changing. And

complexity projects. It’s fast. It’s easy.

they’re changing for the better. Energy

Need a Competitive Edge?

It’s dependable. It’s only available to

efficient construction is the key to a long

Authorized Star Builders. FASTAR is an

lasting structure. It’s the key to a long

The Star Builder System (SBS) is proprietary

online ordering program available at

lasting future. Star is at the forefront of

estimating pricing software available exclusively

www.StarBuildings.com.

the green movement with its product

to Star Builders.

SBS

is an intuitive, design
driven pricing program
developed to improve and
expedite the estimating
of Star Buildings.
Created with the Star Builder in mind, the
software utilizes the same design engine
as production software for maximized
thoroughness and efficiency. The software
not only collects data to ensure accuracy
of order placement, but enables the Star
Builder to customize quotes to meet their
clients’ requirements and budget.
With SBS, the Star Builder has the edge needed to lead in a competitive
market with the ability to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Input multiple buildings
Price various options quickly, without in-house assistance
Generate wireframe sketches to view input and make changes
Generate multiple CAD drawings for architects or presentations
Generate design reports for foundation engineers
Generate erection hours estimates

Follow these simple steps:
• Log in
• Choose your endwall width and frame type
• Choose your sidewall length and girt condition
• Select your eave height
• Select your roof and wall panels
• Make your bay choice
• Identify the pitch of your roof
Then click DONE. Your quote is instantly generated.
Your building order is processed. Yes! It’s that easy!

Star’s Affiliations can
be Your Affiliations
Star Building Systems is a division of NCI Building
Systems, Inc. (NYSE: NCS), a family of companies
and people dedicated to delivering a higher standard of
performance to you and your business. NCI Building
Systems is the largest integrated manufacturer and
marketer of custom designed metal building systems,
metal building components and metal coil coaters in
North America.
Some products offered through Star are manufactured by
Star’s sister companies, MBCI, IPS and DBCI. Star Building
Systems is proud to align itself with these companies.

offerings and processes.
Did you know?
• Metal is the most recycled material in the United
States (American Iron and Steel Institute)
• Star’s metal roof and wall panels contain a
minimum of 25% recycled material
• Star’s Insulated Metal Panels—provided by
IPS—can substantially increase R-values
• Metal construction creates less waste when
compared against traditional building materials
• Retrofit roofing used over existing roofs
diminishes roofing waste, thereby reducing
waste to landfills
Star’s green products include:
• Insulated Metal Panels (IMPs)
• Retrofit Roofing
• NuRoof®
• Cool Roofing Colors
• Long Bay® System
Whether your customer is seeking to meet LEED,
Green Globe or other certification requirements or
simply wanting to improve the energy performance
of their building, Star offers solutions to reach many
environmentally friendly construction goals.

Become an Authorized
Star Builder Today
Making the decision to become an Authorized Star
Builder is not a difficult one when you examine the
benefits and opportunities available to you. Aligning
yourself with Star, one of the most experienced and
trusted names in the industry, is the first step toward
making the coming years the most successful your
company has ever experienced.

